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About This Game

This new Sherlock Holmes game sends us to 19th Century London where Arséne Lupin, a young French burglar with an
impressive track record, has just challenged Scotland Yard and the most famous of detectives - Sherlock Holmes.

  This new adventure offers gamers tremendous freedom and an even stronger sense of involvement through real-time 3D. The
game invites you to visit 19th century London in all its splendor and to travel through superb decors which have been faithfully

reproduced.
Features

The magnificent city of London with all its most famous monuments (Buckingham Palace, the British Museum, the
National Gallery, the Tower of London...), is faithfully created for the scenes of investigation

Meet the Queen of England in a very private interview.

Interact with more than 40 characters to further your inquiry.

Take turns being the famous detective, Sherlock Holmes, and his faithful friend, Doctor Watson.

Use and combine more than 100 objects and discover hundreds of clues and documents to help you bring the
investigation to its conclusion.
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Title: Sherlock Holmes - Nemesis
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Frogwares
Publisher:
Frogwares
Release Date: 14 Apr, 2008

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum: 

Supported OS: WINDOWS XP SP2/VISTA

Processor: PENTIUM3/ATHLON 1.3 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB DIRECTX 9 COMPATIBLE GRAPHICS CARD

DirectX Version: DirectX 9.0 or Higher

Sound: DIRECTX 9 COMPATIBLE SOUND CARD

Hard Drive: 3 GB HARD DISK SPACE

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Good value if you can get it for regional lower price.. 3\/10
Didn't finish what I'm guessing waz the final level, gave it a good 8 or so tries.. switched sum thingz around, kause u kan freely
switch upgradez between defenses.. no dice, movin on..

I still recommend this game to tower defense fans kause it haz a fine feel and good look.. I like the difficulty, I waz never too
comfortable taking a bite of that pie ya know..

I didn't like the lack of information, especially coupled with the difficulty..

It's a simple Tower Defense that's really only recommendable to the type of Tower Defense fans that are only reading reviews to
make sure the game workz... it workz... it's pretty much the lowest possible recommend.. DEEP DISCOUNT, just wait..
PEACE=]. Fun game. Not great, not award winning, probably not worth the $10, get it on sale.But it's a good way to kill some
time, especially with the recent lack of flight games.
It's not a realistic simulation, but I wouldn't call it arcade either - it's much less arcadey than Ace Combat, but it's simple enough
that anyone can pick it up, have some fun for 45 minutes then go back to reality.
If I were to pretend to be a game critic I would rate it 7\/10 for the casual gamer that likes military stuff but doesn't have time to
learn the ins and outs of a full sim.. punk from the UK? why not. A relaxing family friendly experience.

Just kidding, i drew genitals for an hour with some friends then i rage quit. It's another wave shooter but it has unique
weapons\/mechanics and its 8 dollars so thats a positive game. Fun to show off to your friends easy-ish to pick up. There are 3
distinct weapons the fist, the sword and the glaive. The sword is what I preferred and it threw off your slashes into the air like a
magic brush stroke. So the game to me felt like drawing slashes into the air that would travel like a projectile and kill your
enemies. The Fist travels like a projectile rocket you control that shoots off from your hand nothing special there. The glaive is
really not beginner friendly\/doesn't seem useful at all so I did not try it except in practice. You basically fight waves of enemies
to the top of the mountain the only thing that changes is your scenery gets closer and closer to the mountain top but its
essentially a wave shooter. Oh and you have a shield that you can deflect projectiles back with you can choose to take with you
instead of an offhand weapon. Seemed pretty mandatory to have the shield on higher difficulty waves unless you are channeling
neo.

The weapon mechanics are a unique utilization of VR enough for me to give a positive review. Two enemies repeat over and
over only thing that changes is it spawns more of them higher you go. I got pretty high on the leaderboard but didnt get to the
top of the mountain so idk if there will be more further on. My complaints are the weapons lack a bit of polish like the sword
doesnt rrecharge at a very quick rate, which I can see why. If you could slash as fast as you want there would be no challenge but
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the recharge rate leaves the weapon feeling kind of unsatisfying.

TLDR fun game to showcase VR to friends, visuals and VR wand usage is cool enough to have people enjoying it and having
fun for 1+ hours. I don't know if the weapon\/enemy mechanics have enough polish and tuning to keep people playing beyond a
few hours, but your mileage may vary.. Okay, that old review which I wrote yesterday was very short-lived. Out with the old, in
with the new. Game beat. Wow.

My god. Aquanox 2 is fantastic. You just float around, doing missions of various kinds, and it stays pretty fresh throughout the
whole game. You're constantly finding new weapons ever few missions with which to keep the exploding of enemy subs
exciting, and while it starts off pretty easy, the game gets a bit more challenging by the end. There's even a boss fight! It's
getting old, how many games today don't have boss fights.

The story is... well, let's be honest. It's interesting. The characters are interesting enough, I guess, despite the fact most of them
don't really change very much over the course of the game. Once or twice the dialogue gets... weird. As in, "what the hell was
the guy writing this stuff smoking" because of the way it looks, sounds and feels like the two characters are suddenly jumping
between two conversations with one another that don't make any sense.

I wouldn't say it's a big deal, but if you don't like listening to and reading a lot of dialogue, this game may not be for you. There's
not even that much, but you are forced to click around the ship or city, wherever you are at the time, to talk to every single
possible person so you get every available job and trigger whatever other dialogue is coming your way. Or whatever. I personally
can easily accept this. Not everyone else can, especially in an FPS which is otherwise considered to be completely action based.

There's no real RPG elements here. But you can choose what weapons you take on any given mission, choose what sub you're
taking, as well as choose to invest in different bits and pieces from whatever arsenal you can find. There's only really three or so
opportunities to buy or sell though, which is kind of a shame. There's also, like I said, a lot of clicking around before and after
missions. So I can see why some might tag this as an RPG - just, you're not roleplaying any old character, you are roleplaying as
Captain Drake or whatever.

Anyway, gameplay. It's immaculate. If you have a joystick, and you love your joystick, hey, you can have fun here easy. If you
want to use your keyboard, same deal. The controls for both can be swapped on the fly, and you can fly sim with just your
keyboard and mouse too, if you really want, for more immersion. I personally stick with the FPS thing because I know it and
love it, but, hey.

Torpedoes are good fun, but I generally don't use them. Mostly because they have a relatively long cooldown, can be dodged by
buzzers (aka flares to you flight sim guys) and can sometimes just be dodged full stop. This is really kind of a shame if I'm
honest, since you'd think they'd work something like bombs. But as it is, especially once you get later into the game, you end up
with railguns and stuff that do just as much if not more damage than your average torpedoes.

It's weird to suggest, but the ending cutscene is well worth it. After all of that effort, and you finally get that reward, and it's a
big cutscene detailing everything, ending the game perfectly, on a "to be continued" essentially, which I find pretty funny
considering we never got a third game... and in fact there's little trace of the Aquanox series anywhere on the internet in terms
of story, so I guess nobody will ever really know how it ends or how it even ties into the first game. Just be creative I guess.

I mean, all in all, I could recommend this for the sole reason that it's a fantastically pretty, imaginative, original game made in a
genre that today has become more green and stale than hard bread.

If back in the day (like, 2003 lol) people could make games like this, why can't we make new games even half as good as
Aquanox?. The Good news first. The interface is excellent. The in-app tutorials are great.
The Ok news. It\u2019s going in the right direction for a precision object maker.

Now the bad news. There are too many features missing to be able to call this a \u2018Pro\u2019 product. It\u2019s still a toy at
best. But again, going in the right direction.
Some obvious features missing:
Push \/ Pull \/ extrude of faces is a must.
chamfer \/ fillet
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display line length or face dimensions (set length would be real nice)
Having the base point snap to grid would be nice, also.

Let\u2019s start with those. I\u2019m excited to see this product progress.
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Kirby meets Enough Plumbers.
One of those games I just had to 100%.. Dungeon's Barrage is a fun Bullet hell SHMUP, you can chose between various
characters, each one with unique abilities and attacks to defend yourself against many enemies.

Pros:
-Fun Gameplay.
-Nice Music.
-Nice Graphics.
-Challenging.
-Has a really nice diversity in gameplay.

Cons:
-Can become monotonous.
-Needs more and moving enemies.
-Some classes feel underpowered and incompatible with some difficulty levels.

Overall, it's an really good game, for the price it is, it's really worth it.
Also, dward is brother. Pro:
You can do a few interesting stunts.

Cons:
It's not clear what to do in this game or how to progress. Needs better in-game instructions.
No air whatsoever. Even when you learn how to get any air at all, it's meh at best.
Viking gimmik is all but unexploited.
Only positive reviews because developers harass and bully anyone who leaves a negative review.
It has one now, cause I don't give a crap and they can go to #&@*!. Liveza is a game that has failed to learn from the mistakes
of its predecessors while at the same time suffers from a lack of consistency between tone and design. Hardcore platformer fans
may appreciate the goals the game set out to achieve however Liveza ultimately presents an unsatisfying experience.. You can
read my reviews for the other games of the trilogy, because the same applies to HeroFall.
If you are into choose-your-own-adventure type of games, you should definitely check this one out.
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